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INTRODUCTION

Introduction

There isn’t enough laughing in remote learning. If you
think about, there isn’t really time or space to laugh.
Everyone is either muted or intentionally unmuted to
say something specific. But for the past ten weeks,
I knew I would laugh while Michelle and I co-taught
Ideation. Sometimes we laughed when it was just us
(before students joined us) but most of the time, we
laughed while we were teaching. For me, it felt like a
slow release like when you blow-up a balloon and let a
little air out, so you can tie it. To bring my memory more
into focus, my favorite collective moment this term was
when we made one-minute sculptures (inspired by Irwin
Worm) as a group. Everybody used their body + objects
to become a sculpture and hold it for one minute.
Michelle I. picked her iron, holding it slightly above her
head. After starting the one-minute timer, water began
draining from the iron onto her head. Did she hold it for
a minute, despite a trickle of water? The answer is yes.
Did we laugh? I think you know the answer.

OPEN YOUR EYES / A compilation of unorthodox prompts to provoke ideas

It’s rare to get to co-teach in higher learning and even
more rare to co-teach remotely during a pandemic.
We co-teach Ideation by bringing our two sections
together each week for hands-on exploration, small
group discussions and individual check-ins with each
of us. We asked our students to share a memory from
the past ten weeks. So it seems fitting to introduce
this collection of creative prompts created by Fall 2020
Ideation students with one of our favorite memories
from this term.

The Michelle(s)
Michelle Illuminato & Michelle Swinehart
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Using Found Objects
Makayla Aldrich
Option One: Using found items around you, make a
collage, use objects you would not normally use for a
collage. Use objects that reflect how you are feeling.
Option Two: Make a collage on something besides
paper, try to think outside the box for example a
collage on a body, a tree etc.. use objects that reflect
how you are feeling
Objective: push your limits, go out of your comfort
zone, experiment.
Take as much time as you need there is no time limit!
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Create a Chess Set
Alec Allen

Create a chess set out of found objects.
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My Summoning Spell
LU Bonilla

Pretend someone wanted to summon you using a
magic spell. What would they use to summon you?
Collect items that have some personal connection or
meaning to you. Consider including things like food/
candy/drinks, rocks/crystals/jewelry, flowers/leaves,
spices, perfume/oils, notes, photos, a cloth to place
everything on, and perhaps a poem or chant.
Because someone else would be “summoning” you,
give thought to whether the objects you chose are
available to most people or at least people you would
want to summon you.
Think about substitutions, special hard to get
ingredients, or what others know and think about you.
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Simple Shrines
Kailash Cain
Create an alter/shrine in honor of a seemingly
mundane household item/appliance.
The idea here is to play with how a space can be
arranged in an appealing way, as well as to pull
inspiration from shapes that you might have paid little
attention to in the past.
Some examples that I created are a tech shrine built
from some of my technology, such as my computer
monitor, keyboard, mouse, and drawing tablet; as well
as a coffee shrine made from a few of the coffee related
tools/machines found around my kitchen.
Creating altars can help with understanding
composition and balance in your work.
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Make A Face
Becky Cheifetz

Using a slice of bread, make a face out of edible things.
It could be pb&j, or something unusual that you feel
like you would be able to still eat. Take another slice of
bread and press it onto the first one and then carefully
take it back off. Use that as a stamp and make a print
onto a paper towel, or napkin.
Take a picture of your print.
Put your bread back together and eat it or save it for
later.
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Visual Poetry
Travis D’Amico
1. Bring a poem or bit of prose to life; it can be drawn,
performed, painted, collaged, sculpted etc. The
only stipulation is that it must, primarily, be visually
depicted.
2. Your poem can be as long as a few pages or as
short as a haiku.
3. Bring your own perspective to the poem, this is
not specifically a verbatim illustration but can be a
reimagining as well.
4. Experiment with incorporating text into your
finished product.
5. Try letting yourself be free with this one; the
finished product is not as important as the process
to get there. Focus on your interpretations and
intentions, think of this exercise as a meditation to
be regularly practiced.
6. Sudden Death Mode - Open a book to a random
page, bring that page to life.(particularly
challenging but rewarding if you use a textbook
or personal journal). This is both a starting point, if
you’re short on ideas and a natural progression in a
regular practice.
7. Try giving yourself a time limit to capture the
“essence” of the page; what does it mean to you,
how do you understand this, what would you add
to it?
8. If you are short on poetry or books, here is a link
to Invisible Cities by Italio Calvino, a meditation on
the human condition expressed through the vehicle
of tales of fantastical cities by Marco Polo to his
Kahn. https://bookfrom.net/italo-calvino/39068invisible_cities.html
Cities, like dreams, are made of desires and fears, even
if the thread of their discourse is secret, their rules are
absurd, their perspectives deceitful, and everything
conceals something else.
— from Invisible Cities
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Found Object Sculpture
Rae Damienne
Assemble objects. 3-5 is good to start. They could be
gathered from around your home or scavenged in your
neighborhood, natural or fabricated, anything you find
that calls to you and you can take or borrow freely.
Construct a temporary sculptural composition from the
items you gather.
Consider the combination of items included, and how
you arrange them to communicate a message or image
that feels meaningful to you.
Document your sculpture with a photo and/or sketch.
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Object in Three Ways
Ella Delaney

Simplistic breakdown: Choose an object from around
your room and draw it in 3 different ways (ex: linework
only, shadows only, color w no linework).
The objective is to get you to really study an object and
know it, as well as thinking creatively with mediums
to use.
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Feeling Feathers
Leila Dessouky

Reflect on how you are feeling and come up with a
color that represents that feeling (it can be any color
you feel like).
Then, color that color onto a pre-drawn paper feather
and cut it out.
Write what that feeling is on the back along with your
name (if you are comfortable doing so).
Then take these feathers and arrange them into a
wing or 2, depending on how many feathers you have
collected.
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Mash Up
Jadan Edmunds
You use an object, thing, or person and put the features
in different places.
To make it look like the object, but with either the logo,
eye, what not anywhere on it. To create a new thing.
And then see what it looks like and share it.
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Using Fear
Alex Folino
Pay attention to your fear or discomfort and how your
senses and feelings interact with you, then display what
you observed in any creative format you think best
displays what you noticed and felt.
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Pigment Vomit
Ryan Grizzle

Ask someone for two colors that they think look terrible
together.
Once you have the two colors, make a painting,
drawing or other visual piece consisting only of those
two colors, only making variations of values.
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Song on Repeat
Mae Lummis

How are you feeling today?
Whenever i’m feeling overwhelmed by different
emotions i like to put on a song on repeat and paint
how the lyrics and how different notes make me feel, i
find it to be a very meditative process.
For this project, i want you to put a song or sound on
that seems to really resonate with you right now and
paint how it makes you feel or what you might see
when listening to it.
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Find A Smell
Connor McCleary
Find a smell that invokes feelings or emotions.
Find a smell that has some form of meaning behind it
through impactful memories.
Then after you find the smell, find a way to show it
visually. This can be through poetry, painting, dance,
sculpture, and so on.
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Leaf Art
Autumn Mccollum
Create an art piece out of leaves.
You could arrange leaves in a way that looks cool, use
them as a canvas and paint them, trace them, use them
as stamps, or anything else you can think of.
I chose to leave this prompt fairly open ended so that
you can do whatever idea or method resonates with
you the most.
Personally, I decided to dye my leaves and arrange
them in a way that I thought looked interesting.
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Three-d Garden
Amanda McInnis
Collect natural, existing elements outside and create a
garden on any type of platform or canvas, it can be flat
or more dimensionally prominent.
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Self Portrait
Maria Mejia
Create a self portrait out of things you like or feel that
define you.
Start off with identifying things you like or feel that
represent who you are. This can be as abstract as a
color or an emotion. You may ask for others to help
you in identifying these things. Make a list. Then, using
whatever medium you’d like, create a self portrait using
what you found.
The portrait can be made of whatever comes to mind.
You can use whatever art style you like, and, if it helps,
categorize the things that define you by color, emotion,
etc.
Have fun with it!
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Unexpected Answers
Nayomi Morita

Start a convo over text with someone you haven’t
talked to in months.
Receive at least 10 messages from them.
Take the first letter of their 10 messages and make a
question with them.
Answer the question.
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Personifying a Month
Alex Naranjo-Robles

Personifying a month (of your choice!) by using a
special event that happened in your life to bring it to
life!
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Build A Castle
Max Norman
Build a castle out of stuff.
First take stock of your surroundings and find an object
that needs a castle, now build that object a castle. It
does not need to be permanent (most objects have
commitment issues anyway).
Hidden secrets and mysteries are highly encouraged.
Take some photos of your castle to document it.
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Make a Comic of Your Day
Kristen Poore
Make a simple comic or illustration of a crappy or good
day you had.
Emphasize on emotions and intensify them with
high contrasts between colours, deep shadows,
exaggerated facial expressions, and unusual angles.
You don’t have to incorporate all of these — it’s more
about the process of making the artwork, and reflecting
on the moment you’re recreating.
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ID Object Around You
John Rau
Identify objects around you that may serve or not
serve purpose to help decide what is helpful for being
creative.
Cleaning the space for having more limitations to work
with.
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Using Journals, Notes, Lists
Emily Richardson
Find old journal entries/ diaries/ notes app/ grocery

lists/ to do lists/ favorite quotes, whatever you can find
and as many as possible.

Put them all together in one notebook/ document.
Write a critique, a comment- What changed? What

stayed the same? What did or didn’t you do? Did you
enjoy the food you bought? What’s on your to do list
now?

Really think about what you were like and what you are
like now.

Share this with others- friends/ family/ professors/

classmates/ strangers and encourage people to do this
prompt too.
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Draw Sounds
Skyler Rider
Draw 3 sounds you hear:
1) With any media draw a sound with one line.
2) Repeat for 2 more sounds.
3) Turn each sound into a drawing however you like,
e.g. faces, kitchen appliances, or forest creatures.
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Style Bend
Shawn Sommer
My prompt requires you find references of some artists
that inspire you, it’s best to keep your reference to 2 or
3 images so this doesn’t get overwhelming.
Next, draw something, it could be a face, landscape
etc, anything you want.
After you’re done with your first drawing, start another
drawing of the same thing, but this time use the
reference you collected.
When copying from other artists, you aren’t copying
their work like a printer or anything, you should be
looking at the elements they use, like their color, brush
strokes, shapes, and line art.
Give yourself room to experiment and have fun!
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Recreate Your Food
Lo Stratford
Think of the last thing you ate!
What was it? Did you enjoy it?
Next, I want you to think about what it would look like if
it were alive. Then you are going to recreate it with the
medium that correlates with the number you pick.
To pick the number, random-generate, ask a friend or
use a die to figure out what you are going to be using
to do this art project!
Here are your medium options:
1) Graphite
2) Paint with Brush
3) Collage
4) Colored Pencil
5) Found Objects (sculpture)
6) Paint with Your Fingers
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Birthday Suit
Roksana Tahmaseb
When the time comes round and you realize it’s your
birthday again, take a second and reflect on how the
past year was, and think about what you want the next
year to hold.
Now with whatever form of art best suits you (painting,
photography, sketch art, graffiti art, ect.) create some
form of memory you can hold and keep physically for
years to come.
In what you create, show you as a person that year.
Parts of your personality, emotions you felt, things you
went through.
And if possible do this every year and see how you and
your art have changed.
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Leftover Memories
Elias Taylor
Go through your fridge/cupboard and make a mosaic
of a favorite childhood character with what you find,
using what might get tossed out anyway.
1. What is a favorite childhood character of your?
2. Think of their defining qualities/traits. Do they have a
signature look? What colors do you need?
3. Now that you’ve found a character and thought
about them at length, It’s time to find your tools. For
this mosaic you’ll be using food. Whether it’s leftovers
or an old bag of chips. Pick out up to five ingredients
to create your picture! Remember what colors/textures
would be useful, be creative!
4. Now it’s time to create your masterpiece, you
can choose to sketch out a plan or re enact an old
highschool drama “lunch scene” and throw your food
at your canvas! You can choose anything as a canvas,
an old pizza box, your kitchen counter or even your
floor!
5. Now that it’s finished be sure to document your
creation! Now for the fun part, clean up after yourself!
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The Unimagined
Alana Vang
This prompt takes one in having no plan and a clear
mind.
Blindly select five different colors of paint (or if you
don’t have paint feel free to use markers/colored
pencils), cover your eyes with a blindfold and paint/
draw something!
The objective in doing this is practicing to loosen your
grip of control/planning, you’re here to have fun! And
maybe mess up a little!
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Tattoo Design
Tina Vuong
Take an object, spiritual animal, person or a time in
your life that was important to you and create a tattoo
design.
Using a black gel/ballpoint pen and be clean. What
does this mean to you?
And think about how you want to remember this
forever.
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Mythical Creature
Zoe Whiteman
Create a sculpture of a made up mythical creature out
of random things you can find.
Where you find the materials is up to you. It can be
small, big, abstract or not.
I would recommend finding things that are easily
malleable, like fabric, wire, paper scapes, or clay.
Have fun!
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A Memory, A Story
We asked students to reflect and share stories about something

memorable from the Ideation class that added to their knowledge or
creative process, below are the responses.

Alec Allen: My name is Alec, I am an Art Practices major, and I am
Queer, and Trans, and So Tired.
“Early on in the term, I remember the sound map. We had to listen
to our surroundings and notice the sounds- what might be causing
them, and where were they coming from. It was around this time that
I was paying special attention to perspective, and placing things in
3D space. This project helped me tap into my imagination by giving
me real identifiable sounds from animals and objects that I could not
see. Thinking about how my dog might look while barking at a bird
that I could hear chirping from the same direction. Whether or not my
imagined scenarios were accurate doesn’t really concern me, I just
enjoyed to exercise. I think that drawing real things from imagination
can be just as important for developing a strong visual library as
drawing from reference or from life.”
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“This term was rough for me, personally. Between family emergencies,
my own individual struggles, and schoolwork, I found myself in a fast
downward spiral. Ideation this term spent a lot of time focused on
appreciating your surroundings. Throughout daily life, it’s hard to really
think about where you are, it’s hard to pay attention to the little things.
Ideation helped me tune into my own emotions, frustrations, and my
feeling of helplessness in my situation and the situation of the world,
and turn those feelings into art. While I’m still having a hard time being
a human being, I feel that Ideation has given me invaluable tools that
will help me in the long run. And I’m thankful.”

Kailash Cain: My name is Kailash Cain, and I sometimes draw cool
stuff - follow me on instagram @cain.arts
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A MEMORY, A STORY

“Throughout Ideation I have learned that the most important part of
making art is vulnerability. I have learned to let myself be vulnerable
throughout the past couple of months and it has changed the way
I make art entirely. When writing letters to the ones I loved most I
experienced vulnerability like I never have before, especially when
writing to my father. We have not had a relationship for years and
although I have always ignored the lack of a father figure in my life I
decided that it was time that I face my feelings towards him, let myself
be vulnerable, and tell him how I truly feel. I don’t ever expect to
receive a response from him but that is the least of my concerns. I find
myself being trapped within small talk with so many people I love. I
often wonder why the people I have the most to say to I end up talking
to the least. I realized that it is because I have always been so scared to
be vulnerable, I would rather talk about unimportant, mundane things
to protect myself rather than tell people what I really need to and risk
feeling vulnerable. After writing the letter to my father as well as the
other 5 or so people that I cared for I felt lighter, I had finally let myself
be vulnerable and feel what I had been holding back for so long. I am
going to hold onto what I have learned into this class and practice
using vulnerability in my art as well in my relationships with myself and
others.”
Makayla Aldrich: I am a Freshman at PSU, born and raised in Portland,
I love to write, read and make art.
“Looking back over the term in Ideation, something memorable was
watching my mom write back her response to my prompt. After she
went on the scavenger hunt that I laid out for her, she sat on the couch
next to my sister, clip board in hand, and wrote back a note that I
thought was insightful and touching. I played the piano as she wrote
and tried sneaking glances at what she was writing, but she would face
the note away from me when I tried. Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed
putting together that scavenger hunt because I was excited for her to
complete it and explore the message I was creating through my hints.”
Leila Dessouky: I am an artist who enjoys listening to music and
entertaining her bird.
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Alex Folino: Hello my name is Alex Folino, and i did not know I would
be participating in the creation of a book I personally find it both kinda
funny and a honor I hope you like my entry. Also..... did you know
sometimes dogs are brown. p.s my favorite color is red.
“I don’t have a story per se, but I’d like to take the time to say
thank you to the two wonderful professors of this course. I found
the individual check-ins to be very helpful in both developing my
brainstorming process and improving my confidence in my own ideas.
Both Michelle’s have been super supportive of my individual growth
this trimester and I would venture to say that my classmates agree
with that sentiment. So, overall, I would like to say thank you for taking
the time to get to know each of us individually and for providing a
comfortable classroom environment to share our creations.”
Dacia Kasenga: Hey, I’m Dacia, an 18 year old introvert who loves
cats, books, and sports.
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“Over the course of the term I feel like I have gained a lot of different
and very valuable perspectives when it comes to how you can
approach, and execute a project. For example I really enjoyed how the
prompts that me and my class mates had to do for homework over the
course of the term really forced us all to think in different ways, instead
of interacting with a object or concept that we probably in relatively
normal circumstances would comfortably default to how we usually
perceive or interact with said item or idea instead of considering
other posable correlations that may be explored in a artistic endeavor
that possibly could be of value in the future to us. I very much found
this change of perspective of how to consider my surroundings and
thoughts a huge boon to my own creative process.”

“I found the prompt that really helped me a lot throughout the term
was the first one where we made a mini museum from things found in
my house. After looking through my apartment I had an inventory that
I could later come back to for other projects. This allowed me to be a
lot more creative in the materials I used and thought about using.”
Max Norman My favorite color is yellow.
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“When looking back over the term, the most prominent memory for
me seems to be interacting and communicating ideas with other
people. Throughout the term we would often share our concepts with
other people, comment on each other’s work, and even communicate
with others to come up with ideas. Being able to share ideas was
something new for me, as I tend to be withdrawn and get very anxious
about sharing new ideas. Generally speaking, I tend to internalize
most my thoughts and ideas and therefore they never really end up
coming to life. I found that the emphasis on communication, listening,
and critique helped me to actually bring my ideas to life. ”

A MEMORY, A STORY

Mae Lummis: Just a small person whose character strengths include
daydreaming, gazing into nothing, and napping
“The listening assignment was probably the most most influential
one out of them all. I feel like the idea of including other senses and
feelings into my art besides just what I see helped me grow as an
artist. This is something I noticed this class really focused on, and I
believe it helped me form creative ideas outside of just my visual field.
When you close your eyes and you listen, the product can be entirely
different than what you believe it to look like. For my prompt I formed
an activity around smell because it is entirely different from what you
see. You can form ideas around something new that is entirely unusual,
just as the smell or sound is.”
Connor McCleary: My name is Connor McCleary and I like peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches.
“I enjoyed the soundscape project the most this term. I had just
gotten a 3d-printer so I was able to really explore the idea with little
obstacles. This made for a really interesting project because my map
could have three axes. I layed out the x and y normally but the z I could
use for volume and its effect on my mind. It was just cool for me to see
how things I learned in ideation made for more interesting projects
and new tools at home gave me more freedom to explore and fulfil
them”
Nayomi Morita: Trans painter.
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Amanda McInnis: I am a film major with a film sleeve tattoo! I collect
limited edition items, watch a anime, read manga, and draw.
“In week four we were asked to write love letters and send them out.
I had trouble with this prompt at first because I didn’t know what I
wanted to write about or to who. As I was walking outside I noticed the
different colored leaves on the ground. I picked up three of the same
tree but in different stages, a green leaf, a yellow one, and a brown
leaf. I dedicated my letters to the idea of change. With each leaf, I
asked that particular stage a question about change. How it felt, if it
was scary, how to cope with it. I then put them back outside. I found
this project the most memorable because it allowed me to engage
with topics I found difficult to deal with. I challenged difficult emotions
of fear and sadness while addressing the idea of change, and I think it
really helped me let loose and think about my process. Since then, I’ve
journaled before starting a project to help me organize my thoughts.”
Maria Mejia My name is Maria and I am an artist; I enjoy loud and
vibrant colors and i’m not afraid to experiment with different art styles
and techniques.

OPEN YOUR EYES / A compilation of unorthodox prompts to provoke ideas

“While in Ideation, I was incredibly moved by the talent and creativity
of so many students I was able to work with. Zoom has increased
my sociability and provided me a more comfortable space to get to
know my colleagues as well as let them get to know me! In the first
week, I remember I made an introduction video and mentioned my
sword collection and one of my colleagues wanted to see them, so
I decidedly made a response video in under three minutes to show
off all my swords and decorative knives. I know I had to go through
it several times to get the timing right as I also talked about the film
program while showing them off. It was an interesting presentation to
spit out for someone. I never complain showing off my collections!”

“My favorite moment in Ideation was when I went out on a long walk
and listened intently to everything around me for our listening prompt.
It was both relaxing and helped me clear my mind from a lot of
confusion.”
Zoe Whiteman: I like to put stickers on everything.
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“When beginning a new creative process, creating a connection with
your past self will always bring in a new way of looking at your projects
and thought process. By being able to grow and create pieces where
you’re able to dig from your past - like childhood items, or a place
that you hold memories - you’re able to rehash old aspects of yourself
and apply them to how you have grown now. This has been my most
memorable experience in this class, because it has helped me to open
up new experiences in my work that will always stick with me and my
works.”

A MEMORY, A STORY

Alex Naranjo-Robles I’m Alex, a chicano nonbinary art student that is
striving to open up different paths for other chicano students and their
passions!
“Something memorable to me from this term in ideation was the
freeness of the class. I appreciated that we were largely able to do
things in our own way and create things that had meaning to us.
While we had to do weekly prompts for the first half of the class, they
were always open to interpretation and fun to do. As the class went
on, I think we had more and more opportunities to do what we each
wanted to do, especially by being able to create our own prompt.
Ideation helped me step out of my comfort zone and challenge myself
in new ways, while doing projects that I enjoyed.”
Autumn Mccollum: I’m a psychology major at PSU with a minor in art
practices and this is my last year. I’m interested in art therapy, animals,
and nature.
“This class helped me think about my environment more and how to
embrace uncomfortable change when trying something unfamiliar
while it being very present and just having never considered it before.
I can consider myself being able to be creative in other ways that
aren’t music or sound after having done many prompts in this class.”
John Rau: Artist/Musician/Sound Engineer/Rock Climber.
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Kristen Poore I’m a comic artist who makes horror stories; I want to
get published one day, though while I start projects, I don’t finish
them!
“I had sort of a difficult time coming up with a prompt. I know a lot
of people in this class are much more artistically talented than me
and they are able to express themselves better and actually create a
visually artistic prompt and complete it. But I knew I wanted to focus
on writing because more than anything I am a writer. The Michelles
showed us some ideas in a powerpoint and I was very interested
in the work of Yoko Ono and other FLUXUS artists. I really liked
“Conversation Station” by Ariana Jacobs and her interactions with
strangers, but I knew it would not be possible to do something like
that now. I was inspired by the Talking Statues of Rome and I wanted
to do something similar, however when tried out by another student
I realized it did not work very well. I came up with my idea for my
prompt by looking at some of the previous students’ works. I really
wanted to incorporate writing and thoughtfulness. I wanted people to
be able to really think about how they’ve grown in their lives. ”

OPEN YOUR EYES / A compilation of unorthodox prompts to provoke ideas

“I’ve learned that it’s easier to work through problems by talking them
out with someone else. Pretend they don’t know anything about your
idea, and start from the beginning. I found this technique works for
me when I was discussing my prompt with my wonderful teacher,
Michelle Swineheart. I had my idea, I just didn’t know how to put it on
paper. Both in writing, and as art. She stepped back, and just let me
talk. When I was done, she helped me work out how to express the
emotional side to my prompt. Writing down your problems is also a
good idea, if you have nobody to talk to, or something like that. The
trick’s the same, but instead of talking to somebody else, you’re talking
to yourself. ”

Emily Richardson: More than anything I am a writer, so I wanted to
create a prompt that get people to honestly think about how they’ve
grown in their lives.
Lo Stratford: I tend to exist in the clouds but that is where all of the
good ideas come from...
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“One of the most interesting prompts to me this term was the one that
focused on listening. I think I picked up a weird habit that includes
listening in on other peoples conversations, whether in be in a coffee
shop, waiting for a bus, or passing others on the street. I’m not sure if
this makes me nosy but I think this is a great idea generating method.
This will probably sounds like a weird comparison, but it almost makes
me feel like a scientist collecting anonymous data. In general though,
this prompt made me more aware of the sounds around me. Now that
I notice them, I think I would miss them if they were gone. Except for
those that mow the lawn at 7 in the morning, I wont miss them.”

A MEMORY, A STORY

Shawn Sommer Aspiring pretty painting maker
“In all honesty 2020 has been so tough on me. Heartbreaks, broken
dreams, non-granted wishes, socially distanced graduations, no prom.
This is my first year of college and to be honest, a part of me is still
not ready, still scared with the idea of “growing up.” Doing so behind
a screen unfortunately does me no justice. I miss seeing people,
meeting people... I miss my friends. Within the midst of my senior
year, “the best year of all” I already had to become an adult before I
can fully experience what it’s like to be a kid. And in some ways, I feel
disappointed with myself that I’m not entirely “there” yet. “There” as
in adulthood. Being quarantined, some part of me has lost motivation,
some part of me feels hopeless and purposeless and maybe even
a little sad. I know that there’s never going to be a time in my life
where I’m fully ready, but it doesn’t dismiss the fact that it’s still hard
sometimes. But, despite the difficulties this year has brought... It has
also given me time to pause and pick back up on things I lost touch
with. Being quarantined has forced me to pick back up on painting
again. It has taught me how to play the ukulele. It has helped me
dance again. It has given me the space to draw and write again. It has
had me tap back into my creativity again, and it has also given me a
reason to dream big. ”
Alana Vang: Call me old fashioned but, I like to think there’s magic in
everything. You just got to believe it!
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“One of the projects this quarter really stands out in my mind. I had to
create a ‘Sound Map’ by sitting still in the middle of my apartment and
listening for an hour, then drawing and mapping what I’d heard. It was
nice to stop my mind and body for that long and just listen to the city
moving around me. I found it cathartic and it’s helped me notice some
things I hadn’t specifically listened for in the past. Normally with the
pandemic I’ve found myself trying to fill my mental space with media
or homework, basically for every waking moment. I thought this
project helped me take a breath and step back from the mental stress
I’ve been experiencing for months.”

“One thing that really overpowered all other things for me was trying
to branch out of the one and only art medium I’ve been tied to, and
being able to try different forms of art to better my sense of creativity.
I have been so focused on my artistic form in photography, that I never
thought I could do any other form or art, I stayed closed minded to
trying different things. Once we started doing prompts and thinking
about ways to do normal things unconventionally through art I really
started to think of how much testing out things you’re not used to will
actually make you stronger in the medium you’re most equipped at.”
Roksana Tahmaseb: freelance photographer who was born and raised
in Oregon, most of my work has to do with the human form and being
able to show all types of bodies and making people feel comfortable
in theirs.
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Elias Taylor: I am a new transfer student from Northwest Montana
working towards a Bachelors in Art Practice, I love backpacking around
far off countries and seeing live music.

“I rarely had ever sat outside in a public space and just listened which I
was able to do this term. Our week 3 prompt to put ourself in a public
space and record sounds and find patterns in them was one that I
very much enjoyed. Being able to take from the sounds around me
and turn that into art opened a new creative process that I had never
discovered before.”
Skyler Rider: My name is Skyler Rider and I’m a freshman here at PSU!
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“One of the prompts required listening and hearing to your
surroundings which I was not used to. For me, it was pretty awkward
sitting outside for an hour to listen while my neighbors passed by.
However, it was a calming experience and it was also a nice break
I gave myself. I am a visually influenced artist and usually need a
visual item or thought before I start on any art piece. But this gave me
another factor to work with when I am facing art-block because I was
quite happy with the outcome of my art piece for that prompt.”

A MEMORY, A STORY

Tina Vuong: Give me love and I’ll give you art.
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We hope you enjoyed our book!
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